AgilePlans® Regional
Connectivity as a Service. All-inclusive. No Commitment.
Welcome to a new era in value, service, and simplicity for maritime communications. AgilePlans Regional – an all-inclusive, no commitment service delivering global coverage and everything your fleet needs for better business at sea – available for a single, flexible monthly subscription.

Easy, Affordable. Where You Need It.
AgilePlans Regional offers a comprehensive solution, including high-speed connectivity with unlimited email and texting via the mini-VSAT Broadband® HTS network, KVH’s award-winning ultra-compact terminals, and advanced cybersecurity protection and training. Plus, you benefit from no overage charges, zero maintenance costs, subsidized shipping to and installation in commercial ports worldwide, and global technical support – all provided to your fleet with no ownership costs or costly upfront capital investment.

Unmatched Flexibility for Your Fleet
Whether you are selling or acquiring vessels or simply want the finest maritime VSAT service for your fleet, AgilePlans Regional is the ideal CaaS solution. We know that your situation is always evolving; that’s why we offer a suspension plan and the ability to end your subscription without penalty. In addition, if you have vessels that require higher speeds, need a comprehensive crew welfare solution, or have heavier data needs, consider AgilePlans Global.

KVH supports AgilePlans installations and standard terms, and advanced cybersecurity protection and training. Plus, you benefit from no overage charges, zero maintenance costs, subsidized shipping to and installation in commercial ports worldwide, and global technical support – all provided to your fleet with no ownership costs or costly upfront capital investment.

AgilePlans Regional – Connectivity as a Service (CaaS) for Fleets

A Rugged, Proven Hardware Solution

The Most Advanced, Ultra-compact VSAT Terminal
Rely on years of trouble-free service with the exceptional speeds and coverage offered by KVH’s new ultra-compact VSAT terminal, the 37 cm Ku-band TracPhone V30. With its single-cable design, rotary joint, DC proven, and compact belowdecks VSAT-Hub, it’s simple to install and easy to use.

Require advanced network management tools? Choose the 37 cm TracPhone V30s with Integrated CommBox™ Modern.

Subsidized Shipping and Standard Installation
KVH supports AgilePlans installations and maintenance in commercial ports worldwide. Visit kvh.com/agileports for complete details on per-terminal shipping and installation allowances, maintenance policies, and ports.

KVH-managed Implementation
Be confident your installation will be done quickly and efficiently through KVH’s Service Delivery Group, which coordinates the logistics, installation, and commissioning processes. Plus, KVH offers free initial network design consultation upon request.

Flexible Broadband Service with Unlimited Email & Texting

High-speed Connectivity with Unlimited Email & Texting

Flexible Broadband Service with No Overage Charges
The TracPhone V30 and V3s offer the fastest high-speed service available in an ultra-compact maritime VSAT system (as fast as 6/2 Mbps down/up) with affordable monthly data plans. When your monthly high-speed data allocation is consumed, the terminal automatically shifts to a reduced data rate shaped plan with no overage charges so you can stay connected.

Voice Channel with Crystal-clear Service
Pick up the phone and stay in touch, thanks to KVH’s outstanding prioritized VoIP service and Wi-Fi Calling-compatibility.*

Secure Network Management

Multilevel Cybersecurity Program
Modern Cybersecurity Protection
KVH’s Multi-level Cybersecurity Program offers satellite and terrestrial security for KVH’s networks, and advanced network-level firewall with automated threat management for additional security. TracPhone V30 also offers added security thanks to secure boot, encrypted drives, and more.

Superior Technical Support & Network Management

Global Technical Support
Optimize your connectivity with the KVH OneCare™ Global Technical Assistance Package, zero maintenance costs for as long as you subscribe, and proprietary KVH IoT Proactive Monitoring, an industry first.

Secure Network Management
Manage your service, maximize uptime, and minimize costs via the secure myKVH™ portal and user-friendly tools that offer control over your data and how it is used.

For vessels that need expanded network control, every TracPhone V30s is equipped with KVH’s powerful CommBox network management tools, providing built-in solutions for data routing and management, web optimization, efficient file transfers, optimized email, flexible crew accounts, and more.

Unmatched Data Control
KVH’s Category Control tool enables you to allow, restrict, or block data usage in 11 application category groups, including background data applications, to limit unintended data use by software updates or protocols like Google Drive™ or Apple iCloud®.

Vessel Tracking Service
Achieve new levels of operational efficiency with mini-VSAT Broadband’s Vessel Tracking Service, which delivers real-time visibility and as much as a year of data, offering insights into your vessels’ locations and routes.

Unmatched Flexibility for Your Fleet
Whether you are selling or acquiring vessels or simply want the finest maritime VSAT service for your fleet, AgilePlans Regional is the ideal CaaS solution. We know that your situation is always evolving; that’s why we offer a suspension plan and the ability to end your subscription without penalty. In addition, if you have vessels that require higher speeds, need a comprehensive crew welfare solution, or have heavier data needs, consider AgilePlans Global.

KVH supports AgilePlans installations and standard terms, and advanced cybersecurity protection and training. Plus, you benefit from no overage charges, zero maintenance costs, subsidized shipping to and installation in commercial ports worldwide, and global technical support – all provided to your fleet with no ownership costs or costly upfront capital investment.
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What does AgilePlans Regional include?

### Choice of 37 cm Satellite Communications Antenna Systems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TracPhone V30</th>
<th>TracPhone V3hts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with ultra-compact VSAT-Hub</td>
<td>with Integrated CommBox Modem (ICM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH-SPEED DATA SPEEDS</strong> ¹</td>
<td>Shore-to-Ship: as fast as 6 Mbps</td>
<td>Shore-to-Ship: as fast as 6 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ship-to-Ship: as fast as 2 Mbps</td>
<td>Ship-to-Ship: as fast as 2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSAT-Hub belowdecks unit</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 m (50 ft) LMR-240 RF power/data cable</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 VoIP line with KVH-assigned number ²</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data Plans

AgilePlans Regional delivers worldwide VSAT coverage and high-speed connectivity with unlimited email and texting with no overage charges. Visit kvh.com/agileresources to see the AgilePlans Regional Airtime Rate Plans (rate plan fees include hardware, standard installation, lifetime maintenance & more)

### Installation and Support Services

- KVH-managed Implementation – full coordination of the logistics, installation, and commissioning processes
- Subsidized shipping and installation within per-terminal allowances. Visit kvh.com/agileports for complete details on per-terminal allowances, maintenance policies, and ports. ³
- Zero maintenance costs throughout subscription period
- KVH OneCare Global Technical Assistance Package
- IoT Proactive Monitoring
- myKVH portal with KVH Manager (TracPhone V30) or mini-VSAT Manager (TracPhone V3hts)
- Vessel Tracking Service – Basic Tracking

¹ Data rates are rate plan maximums and may vary in different regions and under different conditions.
² Charges apply for additional numbers or customer-designated numbers.
³ AgilePlans Standard Installation is for labor only. Installation services are subject to and governed under KVH’s Professional Services Standard Terms and Conditions and AgilePlans Standard Installation Terms and Conditions. See www.kvh.com/agileresources for details.

### AgilePlans Regional Coverage Map

*The map depicts KVH’s expectations for the mini-VSAT Broadband HTS network’s coverage. For the most up-to-date coverage maps, visit kvh.com/htscoverage. Actual coverage and availability may vary. Data rates may also vary in different regions. KVH provides no guarantees of satellite coverage or availability.

### Bring the Best Onboard with KVH

Chosen by leading commercial maritime fleets, and military and government vessels worldwide, KVH’s TracPhone and TracVision® products are relied on for business-critical operations. With more than 200,000 in-motion antennas fielded worldwide, KVH has supplied more satellite communications and TV antenna systems for mobile applications than any other manufacturer. When you choose KVH, you choose the best!

kvh.com/agileplans